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The Distiller Calcium Limiter (DCaL) system removes calcium scale precursors from spacecraft
wastewater. Previous research has indicated that the DCaL system successfully removes calcium, preventing
the formation of calcium scale on heat transfer surfaces. The objective of this study was to optimize the DCaL
system; this includes completing a mass balance, determining the optimum ion exchange membranes (anion
and cation), and determining the effectiveness of electrodialysis reversal. Three membrane pairs were tested:
Astom Neosepta® AMX/CMX (anion/cation), Astom AHA/CMB, and proprietary research membranes
AEM/CEM. Tests were conducted using three individual test stands with different cell stacks that contained
the membranes. The feed used for testing consisted of CaCl2 (20 g/L) and NaCl (25 g/L). The results from the
testing were used to determine which membrane was the most efficient at removing calcium. A chemical
compatibility test was then conducted by completing permselectivity tests, which were used to compare new
membranes versus membranes that were previously soaked in brine (a concentrated urine mixture containing
chromic acid) for 99 days. SEM images were also taken of the membranes soaked in brine to view any physical
changes that may have occurred. The effect of electrodialysis reversal was determined by completing tests using
ISS simulated wastewater (US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment) and the DCaL-WFRD system. Three
material balance tests were conducted to distinguish the ion transfer rates and water transfer rates. A vacuum
test was completed to determine whether the electrodialysis stack could hold vacuum. Based on testing, the
results showed that the Astom Neosepta® AMX and CMX membranes provided the highest performance in
terms of calcium removal and chemical compatibility. The results also showed that electrodialysis reversal
improves calcium removal and prevents fouling of the membranes. The material balance confirmed that the
DCaL system removes calcium; however, additional tests are necessary to obtain data with better resolution
and to determine the effect of more complex feed mixtures.
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Distiller Calcium Limiter
Electrodialysis
Electrodialysis Reversal
Ion Chromatography
International Space Station
Permselectivity
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Urine Processor Assembly
Wiped-film Rotating-disk

I. Introduction

T

he Distiller Calcium Limiter (DCaL) system uses electrodialysis to remove calcium scale constituents from
wastewater. The system was designed to prevent the precipitation of calcium sulfate on heat transfer surfaces in
water recycling systems. On the International Space Station (ISS), calcium sulfate was determined to be the reason
that the Urine Processor Assembly (UPA) failed in 2009, and in order to prevent future failures, the water recovery
of the system was reduced from 85% to about 74%. This change in water recovery will eventually result in an
insufficient supply of water on the ISS. One solution to this problem is to use the DCaL system, which is based on
the electrodialysis process. Previous testing showed that the DCaL system removes calcium scale constituents and
could enable a distillation system to achieve a water recovery ratio above 85%. 1 Additionally, the testing showed
that the performance of the system was dependent upon the pretreatment method, operating conditions, and
membrane fouling. Membrane fouling was determined to have a significant effect on system performance; there
appeared to be a correlation between membrane fouling and cell stack electrical current.
The objective of this study was to further understand and optimize the DCaL system. Experiments were conducted
to determine the effect of electrodialysis reversal (EDR) on fouling. A material balance and water balance were also
completed to show the rate of ion transfer and the addition/removal of water over time. Three different membrane
pairs (anion and cation) were tested for calcium removal rates: Astom Neosepta® AMX/CMX, Astom AHA/CMB,
and proprietary research membranes AEM/CEM. Chemical compatibility tests were conducted by soaking these
membranes in concentrated brine (the liquid waste remaining after 85% of the water was removed from the
wastewater). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to evaluate physical changes by comparing images of
new membranes versus soaked membranes. Permselectivity tests were conducted to evaluate any changes in
performance. For future design considerations, a vacuum test was completed to determine whether the electrodialysis
stack could hold vacuum.

II. Background
Electrodialysis and electrodialysis reversal are commonly used in industry for removing ions. A significant
amount of research has been conducted on electrodialysis since the first commercial unit was used in 1954; the first
commercial systems with electrodialysis reversal were used around 1970. 2,3 These studies were specifically on using
electrodialysis reversal for the removal of calcium sulfate from brine7, and using electrodialysis for the removal of
water hardness.4,5 However, research has not been conducted on using electrodialysis for removing calcium scale
constituents from spacecraft wastewater. Spacecraft wastewater is complex and may require a different system
design and different operational conditions compared to commercial systems. Therefore, in this study, tests were
conducted to obtain a better understanding of electrodialysis technology for space applications, which would
contribute to the development of a future design.
The first tests completed were material balance tests that were used to characterize the DCaL system. A material
balance was required in order to understand how the ions separate from the feed stream and to estimate the volume
changes or water losses/gains in each tank. Electrodialysis reversal tests were also completed to determine the effect
of using EDR on system performance in terms of membrane fouling. Electrodialysis reversal is a technique used to
prevent contaminants from building up within the membranes in the cell stack. During electrodialysis reversal, streams
temporarily switch and the current reverses in direction.
The last tests completed were membrane tests. Three membrane pairs were evaluated for performance and chemical
compatibility: Astom Neosepta® AMX/CMX, Astom AHA/CMB, and proprietary membranes AEM/CEM. Astom
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AMX and CMX membranes have been successful in a variety of applications and are commonly used in electrodialysis
systems. These membranes are also often used as a benchmark in electrodialysis research.6-10 The Astom AHA and
CMB membranes have different ion transport performance, but are of higher chemical resistance than AMX and CMX
membranes. The proprietary membranes are a new development, which may offer good ion transport performance
and good chemical resistance. Although, brine that contains surfactants may not be compatible with any of these ion
exchange membranes. According to Astom Corporation, their membranes should not be in contact with any
surfactants, which indicates that hygiene water may be an issue.

III. Materials and Methods
A. Experimental Protocol
The feed used for the material balance tests and the electrodialysis reversal tests was a simulated ISS feed, which
consisted of augmented urine (human urine with supplemental organics and inorganics) and the US/Russian chromic
acid ISS pretreatment, as shown in Tables 1-3.12 This feed formulation was designed to mimic on-orbit urine for
evaluating precipitation prevention approaches. The concentration of each component that was added to the feed was
based on historical data that defines the average concentration of the constituents of human urine.
Table 1. Feed composition.12
mL/L of Urine
Ersatz Urine Organic Concentrate

g/L of Urine

50

CaCl2·2H2O

0.66

KH2PO4

2.89

Na2SO4

3.33

Flush Water *

215

Pretreatment

15.9

*Volume of Flush Water =265 mL -Volume of Organic Concentrate

Table 2. Ersatz Organic Concentrate (10X) for a 1L solution. 12
Compound
Concentration
TOC
mg/L

mg/L

225000

44775

Taurine

16140

3099

Creatinine

13330

5652

Histidine

23270

10797

Glycine

18020

5766

Glutamine

15200

6232

Citric Acid

6790

2329

Glucuronic Acid

1250

464

Serine

7300

2497

Alanine

6150

2485

Urea
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Table 3. US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment (15.9 mL of this stabilizer solution is added to the feed per liter
of urine).12
% (w/w)
Chromium Trioxide (CrO3)

9.0%

Deionized Water

54.5%

Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4)

36.5%

1. Material balance
Three tests were conducted using the DCaL system to complete a material balance across the cell stack. The
feed used for testing consisted of a simulated ISS feed that was prepared based on the augmented urine
formulation and the US/Russian (sulfuric and chromic acid) ISS pretreatment formulation1. Figure 2 shows a
process flow diagram of the DCaL system. The feed (tank 4) volume used was 8 L. Tank 1 was filled with the
electrolyte, which consisted of 60 g/L (2 L solution and 52.8 mS/cm) of sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) in deionized
water. Tanks 2, 3, and 5 contained solutions of sodium chloride (NaCl in deionized water) with concentrations
of 127.5 g/L (4.6 L solution and 150 mS/cm), 54.17 g/L (3.5 L solution and 80 mS/cm), and 54.17 g/L (3.5 L
solution and 80 mS/cm) respectively. Samples were collected from all streams at the beginning and end of
each test; each run was 2 hours. Ion chromatography (IC) analysis was used to determine the ion concentrations
in each stream of the cell stack. The voltage was a function of current, which was set to 1 A. The reversal
valves remained in the forward mode; electrodialysis reversal was not used for this testing.

Figure 2. DCaL flow diagram showing cell stack plumbing and tanks. The DCaL unit uses five tanks
supplying the recirculating streams, which contained the electrolyte (Tank 1), electrolyte rinse (Tank 2),
recirculating brine/feed (Tank 4), and two concentrates (Tanks 3 and 5).

2. Electrodialysis Reversal
For the electrodialysis reversal experiments, the system used for testing was the integrated DCaL-WFRD
system, as shown in Figure 3. The Wiped-film Rotating-disk (WFRD) was used to concentrate the feed and
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after each test was completed, this brine was collected and stored for the brine soak tests. The WFRD is a
distillation system, which simulated the function of the UPA on the ISS. The DCaL system was installed in
the recirculating brine stream of the WFRD.1 Scale-forming compounds, such as CaSO4, form at locations
where they are concentrated and on heated surfaces such as the WFRD heat transfer disks. Therefore, after
each test was completed, the WFRD disks were visually inspected to determine if any scale formed.
The feed consisted of a simulated ISS feed (augmented urine with the US/Russian chromic acid ISS
pretreatment).1 Three tests were conducted using the same preparation, procedure, and sample collection
method as in previous testing of the DCaL system.1 Throughout each test, the feed was concentrated over time
until 85% of the water was removed; the product water was produced at 10 L/h. During electrodialysis reversal,
stream 2 switches with stream 3, and stream 4 switches with stream 5, and the current reverses in direction
(Figure 2). Every hour/half-hour the system was put in forward or reverse mode. The voltage required to
maintain 1 A was used to evaluate the impact of the reversal process. Ion analysis using IC was conducted on
all liquid samples including samples from all tanks and the product.

Figure 3. DCaL-WFRD system.

3. Optimum Membrane Selection
The optimum membranes to use in the DCaL stack were selected out of three different membrane pairs:
Astom AHA/CMB, Astom AMX/CMX, and new proprietary research membranes AEM/CEM. Three tests
were conducted on smaller DCaL units with electrodialysis stacks that contained anion and cation membranes,
as shown in Figure 4. These small units were identical to the DCaL system in flow except that they consisted
of only one cell set in a cell stack.
Each tank was filled with 1 L of solution (see Figure 2 for tank designation). The feed (tank 4) consisted
of 25 g/L NaCl and 20 g/L CaCl2 in deionized water. Tank 1 was filled with the electrolyte, which consisted
of 60 g/L (52 mS/cm) of sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) in deionized water. Tanks 2, 3, and 5 contained solutions
of sodium chloride (NaCl in deionized water) with concentrations of 59 g/L (81.3 mS/cm), 49 g/L (69.9
mS/cm), and 49 g/L (69.9 mS/cm) respectively. The flowrate for each tank was approximately 36 L/h. Samples
were collected for each stream every 1.67 hours; each run was 5 hours. The samples were measured for calcium
using IC and the rate of removal was the factor used to determine the best membrane. The voltage was a
function of current, which was set to 0.2 A.
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Figure 4. Three microcell units containing cell stacks with different membranes: Astom
AHA/CMB, proprietary membranes AEM/CEM, and Astom AMX/CMX.
4. Membrane Resistance to Deterioration
The Astom AHA/CMB, Astom AMX/CMX, and new proprietary research membranes AEM/CEM were
soaked in concentrated brine. The brine resulted from tests that were conducted using the DCaL-WFRD
system; the feed contained simulated ISS wastewater and the US/Russian (sulfuric and chromic acid) ISS
pretreatment.1 The membranes were then soaked in the brine for 99 days. A scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was used to evaluate physical changes by comparing images of new membranes and the soaked
membranes. The permselectivity values were determined to evaluate the performance of new membranes and
the membranes soaked in brine. Permselectivity reflects the ability of the membrane to discriminate between
ions of opposite charge. The permselectivity (P) was calculated based upon the Nernst equation; it is the ratio
of the measured voltage versus the theoretical value, and is reported in percentage.11
Figure 5 shows the cell apparatus for measuring permselectivity. Each membrane was soaked in 3M
sodium chloride for at least two hours and then DI for at least 2 h before conducting the selectivity tests. The
membrane was placed between two chambers, which contained salt solutions with different concentrations.
The apparatus consisted of two Ag/AgCl electrodes and two salt solutions: 3M NaCl and 0.6M NaCl. Each
solution was mixed using internal stirrers. A multimeter was used to measure the voltage difference between
the two electrodes; the duration of each test was approximately 4 minutes or until the reading was stable.
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Figure 5. Permselectivity test apparatus.

5. Vacuum Test
The DCaL cell stack was removed from the DCaL test stand and put under vacuum. The initial pressure
was set to 0.5 psi (27 torr) and the duration of each test was 5.5 h. Three tests were conducted to determine
whether the stack was able to hold vacuum. The pressure rise of the cell stack was measured as a function of
time.

B. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis
The formation of scale was determined by visual inspection of the WFRD disks. 1 All samples were analyzed at
the NASA Ames Central Analytical Chemistry Laboratory. Chemical analysis was conducted on liquid samples that
were collected for each run, and were analyzed for anions, cations, total organic carbon (TOC), conductivity, pH,
TDS, ions, and oxalate. The analytical instrument used to measure TOC concentration was the Shimadzu TOC-VWS/P
using Standard Method 5310C. Ion chromatography was used to analyze anions, cations, and oxalate following
Standard Method 4110B and using ThermoScientific Ion Chromatograph ICS-1600 (anion) and Dionex Ion
Chromatograph ICS-1500 (cation).1

IV. Results and Discussion
Tests to determine the effect of electrodialysis reversal, select the optimum ion exchange membranes (anion and
cation), and to complete a material balance were conducted. A vacuum test was also completed for future design
integration considerations. Each test was conducted three times to determine the error bars for the data. The results
are provided in sections A through E.

A. Material Balance
Generating ion mass balances using data from the integrated DCaL-WFRD system has been shown to be
challenging. The combination of ion exchange in the DCaL system and feed concentration in the WFRD resulted in
7
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data with substantial scatter. As a result, a series of tests were run using just the DCaL system (batch mode without
the WFRD in operation). Three tests were conducted using the US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment. Table 4
shows the ion transfer rate in each tank and Table 5 shows the water balance. The negative sign for both tables indicates
a loss of ions or water. The results from Table 4 show that calcium is being removed; however, sulfate unexpectedly
remains in all of the tanks. In addition, the tables also show that the ions do not balance perfectly. This issue may be
associated with the cleaning and draining of the cell stack or analytical errors in the samples. All samples were diluted
significantly in order for the concentration to be within the detection limits of the IC and each dilution introduces a
small analytical error. Therefore, the results of the mass balance require additional work to improve the resolution of
the data.

Table 4. Ion balance for each tank.
Na
NH4
K
Mg
Ca
Cl
NO2
Br
NO3
PO4
SO4

Tank 1 (g/h)
0.85 ± 0.37
0.04 ± 0.07
–
–
–
0.10 ± 0.03
–
–
–
–
1.29 ± 1.19

Tank 2 (g/h)
-23.00 ± 18.31
-0.23 ± 1.40
–
-0.02 ± 0.01
-0.03 ± 0.02
-39.89 ± 30.92
–
–
–
–
0.03 ± 0.02

Tank 3 (g/h)
1.36 ± 6.02
0.20 ± 0.66
–
-0.02 ± 0.01
-0.03 ± 0.01
2.38 ± 10.28
–
–
–
–
0.02 ± 0.00

Tank 4 (g/h)
-0.01 ± 0.88
-0.18 ± 0.14
-1.53 ± 0.72
-0.03 ± 0.01
-0.15 ± 0.05
-0.93 ± 0.78
–
–
–
-0.06 ± 0.39
-0.03 ± 1.14

Tank 5 (g/h)
4.74 ± 2.28
1.83 ± 2.07
1.97 ± 0.23
0.06 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
15.00 ± 4.78
–
–
–
–
0.03 ± 0.00

Tank 3 (L/h)
-0.06 ± 0.06

Tank 4 (L/h)
-0.09 ± 0.00

Tank 5 (L/h)
-0.05 ± 0.06

Table 5. Water balance for each tank.
H20

Tank 1 (L/h)
0.03 ± 0.01

Tank 2 (L/h)
0.16 ± 0.04

B. Electrodialysis Reversal
Electrodialysis reversal (ER) is a technique used to prevent membrane fouling and performance degradation in
electrodialysis systems. Three experiments were conducted using electrodialysis reversal. During reversal, the current
flows in the opposite direction and streams switch (stream 2 from Tank 2 switches with stream 3, and stream 4 from
Tank 4 switches with stream 5). The system was switched between forward and reverse mode every hour during Run
22; the reversal was done every half-hour for Runs 23 and 24.
Figure 6 shows the voltage versus cumulative run time for all tests using the DCaL-WFRD system (with DCaL
on). The corresponding pretreatment for the urine and operating conditions for each run are shown in Table 6. The
stack was cleaned three times between runs (before Runs 9, 11, 13, and 22) with an acid and base wash (NaOH and
citric acid). Figure 6 provides a representation of the effects of ER based on the voltage required to maintain 1 A
across the cell stack at the start of each run. Based on all three runs, electrodialysis does appear to help prevent fouling.
The voltages for Run 22, 23, and 24 were steady compared to previous runs where the voltage increased as more runs
were completed. The average initial voltage for the three runs using reversal was 20.5 V and 1 A; this results in 20.5
W for the electrodialysis stack. Therefore, since the system uses five pumps and each pump requires about 86.4 W,
the total power consumption is approximately 453 W.
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Figure 6. Initial voltage versus cumulative run time using US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment: Runs 2–9
without electrodialysis reversal, and Runs 22–24 with electrodialysis reversal.

Table 6. Operating conditions for all DCaL-WFRD tests with DCaL on (Runs 1, 7, 12, 16, 20, and 21 were completed
with DCaL off.1
Run Recovery Feed Voltage Current Production
Pretreatment
No.
Ratio
pH
(V)
(A)
Rate (L/h)
sulfuric acid and Oxone®
2
86%
4.18
13.8
1.813
10
sulfuric acid and Oxone®
3
85%
3.90
13.8
1.362
10
sulfuric acid and Oxone®
4
90%
4.68
13.8
1.176
10
Bronopol PESTANAL® and maleic acid
5
88%
4.01
13.8
1.063
10
Bronopol PESTANAL® and maleic acid
6
87%
3.98
13.8
1.127
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
8
92%
3.00
13.8
1.145
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
9
97%
6.16
13.8
0.98
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
10
81%
4.28
28.7
0.838
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
11
91%
2.70
28.0
1.014
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
13
89%
2.94
36.5
0.997
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
14
86%
2.61
38.2
1.072
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
15
86%
2.92
39.0
1.016
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
17
87%
2.74
32.0
1.038
4
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
18
87%
2.71
35.0
1.030
4
US/Russian chromic acid ISS
19
86%
2.79
34.5
1.069
4
US/Russian chromic acid ISS (with EDR)
22
87%
2.71
24.0
1.044
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS (with EDR)
23
87%
2.69
19.6
1.016
10
US/Russian chromic acid ISS (with EDR)
24
87%
2.69
21.5
1.095
10
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Figure 7 shows the results from the tests that were conducted using electrodialysis reversal and the US/Russian
chromic acid ISS pretreatment. Figure 8 shows the results from the tests that were conducted without electrodialysis
reversal. The images of the disks compare one run with DCaL off (A) to three runs completed with DCaL on (B, C,
and D). The corresponding operating conditions for Figure 7 and Figure 8 are shown in Table 6. Both figures show
images of the WFRD disks from runs with a 10 L/h production rate and approximately an 85% water recovery ratio.
Comparing Figure 7 and Figure 8 indicates that electrodialysis reversal mode prevents the formation of calcium scale
on heat transfer surfaces or the WFRD disks.

Figure 7. Results of US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment tests with a 10 L/h production rate and
electrodialysis reversal mode: A) Run 16 with DCaL off, B) Run 22 with DCaL on, C) Run 23 with DCaL on, D)
Run 24 with DCaL on.
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Figure 8. Results of US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment tests with a 10 L/h production rate without
electrodialysis reversal: A) Run 16 with DCaL off, B) Run 13 with DCaL on, and C) Run 14 with DCaL on and D)
Run 15 with DCaL on.1

Figure 9 shows the analytical results for runs with DCaL off, with DCaL on, and with DCaL on using
electrodialysis reversal. This figure provides a comparison of the results from the 10 L/h data with the US/Russian
(sulfuric and chromic acid) pretreatment. Figure 9 shows that without electrodialysis reversal, the concentration of
calcium reaches a maximum and then decreases; this decrease is due to the precipitation of calcium scale on the disks
or the solubility limit of calcium. Conversely, when using electrodialysis reversal the concentration of calcium in the
feed steadily increases over time indicating that electrodialysis reversal improves the performance of the system.
However, it is important to note that in the EDR results, the improvement in the performance may be partially due to
the switching of stream 4 (feed) and stream 5 (NaCl in DI water), which is required to complete the ER process. This
switching results in the feed becoming slightly diluted by some of the salt water in Tank 5. Therefore, more long-term
testing is required to evaluate the impact of EDR on membrane degradation.
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Figure 9. Calcium concentration versus run time using US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment with the initial
current set to 1 A and a production rate of 10 L/h.

C. Optimum Membrane Test
The smaller DCaL units, as shown in Figure 4, were used to evaluate the performance of three different cell
stacks/membranes: Astom (AHA/CMB), proprietary membranes (AEM/CEM), and Astom (AMX/CMX). Tests were
conducted to determine the best membrane based on calcium removal as well as chemical resistance or fouling. The
feed (tank 4) used for testing consisted of 25 g/L NaCl and 20 g/L CaCl 2 in deionized water. Figure 10 shows the
calcium concentration versus run time for all three stacks. This figure indicates that two stacks had the best
performance in terms of calcium removal from the feed (tank 4): Astom AMX/CMX and the proprietary membranes
AEM/CEM. These two stacks were statistically identical in terms of calcium removal, as shown in Figure 10. The
average rate of calcium removed (g/h) from tank 4, with the current set to 0.2 A, was 0.78 ± 0.03 g/h for AMX/CMX
and 0.73 ± 0.03 g/h for AEM/CEM (which were statistically the same) while AHA/CMB was lower at 0.40 ± 0.11 g/h
which is statistically different.
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Figure 10. Calcium removed versus run time with the initial current set to 0.2 A and a 10 L/h production rate. Grams
represent grams of calcium removed from the one liter of feed in the feed tank as a function of time.

D. Membrane Resistance to Fouling (Brine Soak Test (9/3/13 – 12/11/13)
Each membrane (Astom (AHA/CMB), proprietary research membranes (AEM/CEM), and Astom (AMX/CMX))
was soaked in a concentrated brine (generated using the DCaL-WFRD system) for 99 days. The brine used for testing
was collected from the tests conducted using the US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment. The Astom AMX/CMX
membranes and the proprietary membranes AEM/CEM were selected to be analyzed using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). These membranes were identified as the best membranes from the Optimum Membrane Test
(Section C). In addition, tests were conducted for determining the permselectivity of each membrane.10

1. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
In order to determine if any visual physical differences occurred to the membranes that were soaked in
the brine, SEM images were taken of each anion and cation ion exchange membrane. Figures 11, 12, 13, and
14 show images of the Astom AMX, Astom CMX, proprietary membrane AEM, and proprietary membrane
CEM. In general, the images indicate that the membranes soaked in brine were less conductive because they
were charging under the SEM. Although, the low conductance of the membranes limited the magnification
of the samples, which subsequently prevented the ability to observe physical changes. Therefore, the samples
may need to be sputter coated in order to allow an increase in magnification and to determine whether the
membranes were physically damaged from the brine.
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Figure 11. Comparison of new AMX membranes versus membranes soaked in brine. A) Astom AMX new;
B) Astom AMX new; C) Astom AMX soaked; D) Astom AMX soaked.

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x40 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x250 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x40 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x250 SE(M)

Figure 12. Comparison of new Astom CMX membranes versus membranes soaked in brine. A) Astom
CMX new ; B) Astom CMX new; C) Astom CMX soaked; D) Astom CMX soaked.
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Figure 13. Comparison of new Proprietary AEM membranes versus membranes soaked in brine. A)
Proprietary AEM new; B) Proprietary AEM new; C) Proprietary AEM soaked; D) Proprietary AEM
soaked.

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x40 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x70 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x40 SE(M)

MACS4800 5.0kV
12.4mm x70 SE(M)

Figure 14. Comparison of new Proprietary CEM membranes versus membranes soaked in brine. A)
Proprietary CEM new ; B) Proprietary CEM new; C) Proprietary CEM soaked; D) Proprietary CEM
soaked.
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2. Permselectivity Testing
Permselectivity tests were conducted on the membranes soaked in brine. Figure 15 shows the
permselectivity value for each membrane including proprietary AEM, proprietary CEM, Astom AMX, and
Astom CMX. Based on three tests for each membrane, error bars were determined by calculating the standard
deviation and the standard error with 95% confidence limits. The results show that the Astom membranes
had the least difference between the new membranes and the soaked membranes. Therefore, in terms of
chemical compatibility and membrane performance, the results from the permselectivity testing and the
optimum membrane test indicate that the Astom AMX and Astom CMX membranes are the better
membranes to use for the electrodialysis stack.

Figure 15. Permselectivity value for each membrane including proprietary AEM, proprietary CEM, Astom
AMX, and Astom CMX.

E. Vacuum Testing
In order to determine if the DCaL cell stack could be integrated directly into water recycling systems such as
the CDS or UPA recycle loop without boosting the fluid pressure up to atmospheric levels, vacuum testing was
completed. This involved removing the cell stack from the DCaL system, plugging all the fluid connections except
one, pulling a vacuum on the cell stack, and monitoring the pressure rise as a function of time. The results of this test
are provided in Figure 16. As shown, the pressure rises to atmospheric within about 5.5 hours. This indicates that the
cell stack is not vacuum tight. As a result, in order to integrate the system into systems like the UPA, the cell stack
would have to be redesigned, encased in an epoxy, or encased in another sealant to reduce leakage. Although for the
future design of this system, these stacks would be replaceable. In addition, the replaced stack would be sent to the
factory where the encapsulation would be broken prior to the disassembly, and then stack would be serviced,
compressed, and encapsulated again.
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Figure 16. Vacuum test.

V. Conclusion
The DCaL system was designed to remove calcium scale precursors from spacecraft wastewater. Research was
conducted to optimize the system as well as to obtain a better understanding of ion transfer rates. A material balance
and water balance were completed to determine the rate of water loss/gain and the rate that ions transfer through the
anion and cation membranes. In addition, testing was conducted to determine the effect of electrodialysis reversal.
Different membranes were tested for performance or calcium removal rates; the membranes tested include Astom
Neosepta® AMX/CMX, Astom AHA/CMB, and proprietary research membranes AEM/CEM. Chemical
compatibility tests were conducted to determine which membranes showed the least degradation when soaked in
concentrated brine containing the US/Russian chromic acid ISS pretreatment. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
was used to evaluate the membranes for physical changes, and the permselectivity values were calculated to quantify
changes in performance. A vacuum test was completed to determine whether the electrodialysis stack could hold
vacuum.
The results from the material balance testing did not fully characterize the performance of the system; ions in each
tank did not balance perfectly. In order to produce results with higher resolution, further testing would be required.
Although despite the imbalance of ions, the results did show that the DCaL system successfully removes calcium
from wastewater. Additionally, the results from the electrodialysis reversal testing indicated that using
electrodialysis reversal improves the performance of the system (in terms of voltage) as well as calcium removal.
Based on the results, the use of electrodialysis reversal could stop or at least reduce membrane degradation.
However, additional testing is necessary for understanding the stream switching and its effects on dilution and water
recovery.
The results from the optimum membrane testing indicated that the proprietary membranes (AEM/CEM) and
Astom (AMX/CMX) membranes provided the best performance and that the difference between these two
membranes is statically insignificant. Furthermore, based on the permselectivity testing, the membranes that showed
the least reduction in performance after being soaked in the brine were the Astom Neosepta® AMX and Astom
CMX membranes. Lastly, the vacuum test was completed and the results of the test indicated that the cell stack
could not hold a vacuum. Therefore, for future design integration with systems such as the UPA, the stack would
need to be redesigned or encapsulated to meet the vacuum requirements.
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